
 

 

SPIRIT 6 - now with integrated flip-up glasses and changeable sun shield  

The helmet specialist CASCO brings a top-class helmet onto the market named SPIRIT-6, which doesn´t 

only meet the requirements of the VG1, but also features functional innovation and a sophisticated 

design concept. The most obvious new feature are the optionally available flip-up glasses which inte-

grate perfectly to the helmet; they are available in trade from autumn 2015. Thanks to clear or grey 

lenses the eyewear offers not only extensive protection against sun, rain and wind, but also spoils its 

wearer with a frame-free panoramic view and wearing comfort without earpieces. The flip-up eye-

wear has the highest lens quality (optical class 1) and is pinned on quickly to the helmet shield, which 

has also been completely revised. Now the equestrian can choose according to weather condition 

between the included short- and long helmet shield and herewith always enjoy the situational best 

protection. The very popular ergomatic-size interior has been improved again by CASCO and with that 

it sets new standards in terms of comfort. At the same time the interior is fully changeable and wash-

able, so the helmet is, in connection with CASCO´s helmet-care products, always hygienically clean and 

odourless. 

Optically the SPIRIT-6 convinces with a high-quality combination of nubuk and lacquering, as well as 

with filigree design elements, such as the discreetly embossed rivets and a noble metal emblem on the 

rear of helmet. Generally the SPIRIT-6 retains its very elegant character and matches traditional 

equestrian clothes with its classic colours, but at the same time it meets the sophisticated demands of 

modern stylish outfits. The optional available full padding protects head and ears in the cold season. 

 

recommended price:  

380 € (helmet incl. 2 helmet shields); 400 € (Crystal version) 

49,95  € (eyewear) 

sizes 

S = 54-56 cm, M = 57-58 cm, L = 59-62 cm 
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